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Welcome Sisters!

I'm so glad you're here! In this guide, you will receive all the pieces of
wisdom I've gathered in my years of study, to guide you through the
process of creating the sovereign home birth of your dreams!

Hi, I'm Laura! 
As a birthkeeping graduate of
The Matrona School ,  I  br ing my
knowledge of physiological  birth,
homeopathy and herbal ism to my
birthwork pract ice.  As a two-t ime
yoga school graduate,  I  br ing
breathwork,  meditat ion and
embodiment pract ices to help
women integrate their
experiences in pregnancy,  and
birth .  As a woman, I  br ing my
personal experience of
reconnecting with the wisdom of
my own body and learning to
trust  i ts  div ine intel l igence,  to
support  women who are also on
the path of  self-discovery.  

I  bel ieve pregnancy and birth are sacred,  natural ,
physiological  experiences of  womanhood, and ult imately that
they are innate.  I  bel ieve the t ime is  now to center women and
reclaim the matr iarchy.  I  strongly bel ieve that how we are born
affects our relat ionships of  trust  with both our bodies and
Mother Earth.  To heal  the Earth we must f i rst  heal  birth .   That ’s
why I ’ve created Mothers of  Gaia Birthkeeping.  A business with
loving intent ion and a purpose to br ing women’s l iberat ion
through reconnecting,  grounding,  and trust ing our bodies
through the journey of womanhood, so that we can take that
newfound intuit ion and heal  the relat ionships,  communit ies
and environments around us.
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Step 1: Learn the Physiology
Whether you take a physiology-based birth class, or read a great
book, learning your physiology gives you knowledge of the factual,
physiological events of pregnancy and childbirth. 

Physiological childbirth education honors the innate wisdom of the
body. It is based on the purely physiological events that take place in
pregnancy and birth, not the curated events that can happen from
interference or disturbances. The vast majority of doctors and
obstetricians today have never studied physiological birth. In their
years of medical school, they studied pregnancy as a risky life
situation and birth as an emergency that needs mitigation. They are
taught how to interfere and literally don’t know how not to. Taking a
childbirth education class at a hospital or reading materials written
from the perspective of a hospitalized birth will not properly educate
you on the basics of true, physiological birth. 

The following page contains  a list of things you may want to learn!
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Some things you may want to learn:
1.

2.

3.

The cardinal movements of birth. 

The altered states of consciousness in
birth.

The Holistic Stages of birth. 

The risks of induction of any kind. 

Various forms of testing in pregnancy &
why you may or may not want them.

- Watch this brilliant video by my teacher, Whapio
Bartlett.

- Read this article for this unique perspective. 

4.
- Check out Sara Wickham's work for more info.  

5.
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https://youtu.be/KSiyL_FO8WY
https://thematrona.com/the-holistic-stages-of-birth/
https://www.sarawickham.com/time/
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Some resources I recommend:
Take a physiology based childbirth
education class with me!

- This book offers a basis of education on the
physiology of both pregnancy and birth. It is easy to
read and comprehensive. 

- My Teacher, Whapio, gives an honest, unbiased
approach to undisturbed birth education.

Read my blog post on the Ultimate Reading
List for Pregnancy and Birth Preparation 

Read "Home Birth on Your Own Terms" by
Heather Baker

Explore The Matrona Website and Youtube

The Complete Guide to Freebirth by Free
Birth Society
- This course is pricey. I personally found it to be
loaded more with opinion, rather than factual
information on a vast amount of topics, leaving me a
bit disappointed. However, it does offer some
valuable information and links to many wonderful
external resources. 

Read "Ina May's Guide to Childbirth" by Ina
May Gaskin
- This book offers beautiful birth stories and goes into
great depth on the various types of testing women
may choose in pregnancy. I would like to note that in
many of the stories, while beautiful, the women are
not undisturbed and oftentimes are receiving
unnecessary cervical checks. 

Explore Midwifery Today
- Midwifery Today offers some great research articles
on topics that may interest you to explore further. 

https://mothersgaiabirthkeeping.com/coaching/
https://www.heatherbakermw.com/
https://thematrona.com/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCh3hzJ8aX2spd3qAxvLf6hQ
https://www.freebirthsocietycourses.com/cgtf
https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/ina-mays-guide-to-childbirth-ina-may-gaskin/1100619144
https://www.midwiferytoday.com/


Studying the physiology of pregnancy and birth is 100% not necessary
in order to have a peaceful and “safe” birth. There are many women
who do not know the inner workings of their physiology, yet still
manage to have a home birth on their own. There are also women
with vast amounts of knowledge who still end up transferring to a
hospital. If you find that reading about pregnancy and birth is
disconnecting you from your intuition and is not bringing you joy, then
simply stop. If at some point in your pregnancy you feel inspired to
learn more, then go for it! If the inspiration to learn more never comes,
then no worries! Ultimately, your body knows how to give birth,
whether your mind knows how or not. I truly believe that deepening
the connection with one's body and trusting its wisdom is the most
important thing a woman can do to prepare herself for birth. 

I have also found that in those final weeks of pregnancy, regardless of
the inspiration to learn or not, it may be wise to put aside all books
and learning materials. This is the time to fill your mind with positive
stories, or simply stop inputting information altogether. It is the time to
dive deep into yourself, ground in and prepare yourself spiritually for
the experience that is to come. I have even found that as a
birthkeeper I need to stop “learning” and start going within to ground
myself for the birth I will soon be attending. 
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A Final Thought:



As mentioned previously, trusting your body and its innate wisdom is
a key part to having a sovereign birth. Pregnancy is a wonderful time
to create a relationship of trust with your body, or deepen the
connection that was already there! 

How do you develop trust with your body? By simply connecting with
it every day! There are various ways to connect with oneself, some of
which you may already be doing! Some of my favorites are journaling,
meditating, yoga, dancing, nourishing myself through good food,
using breathwork and more! Taking time out of your day to use
embodiment practices will bring presence and connection between
yourself and your baby. Regardless if it's through meditation or gentle
movement, creating space to connect with yourself will help you stay
rooted in trust, rather than fear. Not to mention give you the tools to
help manage stress and anxieties that naturally may arise. 
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Step 2: Deepen the
relationship with your body



Make this time sacred, you-time. Play your favorite music, get cozy
with a blanket, make your favorite tea. Put your phone on do-not-
disturb, limit distractions and explore what it feels like to connect with
your body in full conscious presence. 

In my quantum birthkeeping training with The Matrona, we learned
the importance of “tithing your temple”. The concept is based on the
old-age custom to voluntarily give one tenth of one’s income or
resources to “that which sustains you”. At the time this often meant
the church or to the religious practice one subscribed to. Our teacher
reframed this concept to tithing what sustains our body and soul.
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The practice is this:
Instead of one tenth of your resources, give yourself one tenth of your
waking hours (about 90 minutes), to a practice that nurtures you. It
can be the same thing each day, or various activities. I understand
that in our modern way of living, 90 minutes each day can be hard to
put aside for yourself. So try your best and if you need to, make it 30
minutes or an hour each day. Ultimately, committing any amount of
time daily to connecting with your body is better than no time or
random days throughout the month. Consistency is key!



Step 3: 
Visualize your dream birth
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Visualization can easily be
another way that you deepen
the connection with your body.

It allows you to get clarity on your true desires
and envision how you would like the birth
experience to flow. Whether you believe in a
God, a Goddess, Spirit, the Universe or simply
manifestation, visualizing your birth, asking for
it, trusting it, and calling it in can be a very
grounding practice. This can help you deepen
the connection to your intuition, to the higher
source you believe in, and to trusting your
body’s inner knowing.

So how do you use Visualization?

First, find a cozy and quiet place where you
won’t be interrupted. Turn your phone off or
put it in another room, take a comfortable
seat (or lie down), and take a moment to draw
your attention inwards. If it feels comfortable,
place a hand on your womb, and another over
your heart space. Begin to slow down your
breath. Notice the sound of your breathing,
the sensation on your nose, the rise and fall of
your chest. 
 



Once you feel centered, allow your mind to slowly visualize the day
labor begins. How did you spend your day? Who’s around you? How
does it feel as sensations slowly make themselves known?

How do you see labor progressing? What do you envision to be your
allies - is it loved ones? Music? Hot Water? Movement? Allow yourself
a moment to be curious and explore what feels good here. 

As you near the end, how are you feeling? Excited? Grounded?
Radiant? What words would you use to describe how you feel as your
baby moves down the vaginal canal? As they begin to crown? Pause
and explore this scene. 

What do you experience as you birth your baby earthside? Is it relief?
Love? Joy? Do you take a moment to catch your breath before
bringing your newborn to your chest? Don’t let the thinking brain take
over, just allow the mind to dream. 

Now visualize the immediate postpartum - who’s around you? What’s
the energy in the room like? Is it quiet and peaceful? Does the
placenta release with grace and ease? 

As your visualization comes to an end, start to bring your awareness
back into your womb and heart space. Awareness back into the body.
Take a few deep breaths here and open your eyes when you are
ready. 
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Use your visualizations to get clear on who you want present in your
birth space. Who do you see there when you close your eyes and
meditate on the experience you want to bring forth? Is your partner
supporting you? Is your mother there? A midwife? A birthkeeper?
Someone to help watch your other children? Will your other children
be there at all? 

How is this person holding space? How are they treating you? What is
the energy like with them in the room? Be completely honest with
yourself. 

Getting clear on who you want there is critical to an undisturbed birth.
Your birth is not a social event, an educational experience, nor a
performance. Having anyone at the birth who expects something
from you, or expects you to labor in a specific way is not only
unhelpful, but will likely increase the risk in your birth.
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Step 4: Get clear on who you
want there

https://mothersgaiabirthkeeping.com/quantum-birthkeeper/


risks increase for both mother and baby, simply because oxytocin
can’t flow, and the levels of adrenaline rise. In fact, many of the things
feared in birth are most often the result of a disturbed birth.
Hemorrhage, “failure to progress”, “stuck” baby, and tearing are just a
few examples.

By having people present who don’t trust your intuition, who will rush
you, expect something from you, are scared of seeing you “in pain”,
touch you without you asking them to, or who will bring their fears
into your sacred space, your chances of your birth plan going as
dreamed becomes dramatically less.

No one is obligated to your birth if you don’t want them there -
regardless of if they are the father or your family. There are many
other ways you can have insistent family members still be involved
outside of your birth experience - have them set up your meal train,
have them watch the dogs for the day(s), take the other children away
for an excursion, etc. Ultimately, this is your birth and while they might
give you push back for not inviting them, your birth experience,
including yours and the baby’s safety, is more important than hurt
feelings. 

Ultimately, pick support people who are steady, calm, who trust you,
who support the way you’re choosing to give birth, and who will
understand that you are the director of this experience. Never forget
that this is your birth, your body, the baby that only you spent many
moons pouring life into and nourishing. This sacred dance of birth is
simply between you and your baby alone. You deserve the birth you
desire. 
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When the birth space is disturbed...



Step 5: 
Gather the positive birth stories
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For the most part, the majority of us
grew up in a culture that loves to indulge
in terrifying birth stories.

Watch any Hollywood movie or tv show with
a birth scene and notice how the minute the
mother’s waters break, the whole family is
rushing to the hospital in a complete and utter
panic. Once she’s there, the energy escalates
as nurses and doctors are shouting when to
push and the mom is screaming in agony.
Take it a step further and some movies or tv
shows will bring in a dramatic scene in which
the doctor “saves” this “poor” birthing woman
from the “dangers” of birth. Despite
Hollywood’s attempt at understanding birth,
I’d like to argue that this is not the case for the
majority of women. 

However, regardless of if we recognize these
scenes as exaggeratory or dramatic, most of
us still grew up with older women in our lives
who loved to remind us how painful birth was,
how epidurals will be our saviors, how c-
sections saved them from their “too big
babies” and more. 



 I feel I could safely assume that regardless of if you're pregnant with
your first, or your fourth, someone may have already decided to
indulge their traumatic story onto you. 

These stories shaped a lot of our perceptions of birth for many years.
Stories are powerful! Fear-based stories disconnect us from our
intuition and make it more challenging to lean into trusting ourselves
in birth. It is up to us, however, to change the narrative of childbirth
we’ve been told. Besides, for every horror story, there is a beautiful
and positive story of birth. 
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I encourage you to do two things: 
Fill your mind with positive birth stories.

Create strong boundaries with others’ who
wish to share their negative experiences. 



There are so many wonderful books, blogs and podcasts out there
with positive stories of women’s birth experiences. Take a moment to
find the ones that call to you. You can watch youtube videos, search
apple podcasts (there are hundreds!) or read books like “Ina May’s
Guide to Childbirth” which includes an entire section dedicated to
positive birth stories. 

Be sure to create healthy boundaries and interrupt people who feel
the need to share with you their traumatic experience. You can
politely ask them to wait until after you have your baby. You do not
owe an explanation. 

Ultimately, remember that your body knows how to birth your baby.
Your female body was designed for this! Your intelligent body grew
and nourished this life, and it can certainly birth it too. If reading or
hearing positive birth stories helps remind you of this sacred power
within you, then keep enjoying them. If you find it more helpful to cut
out stories altogether and instead focus on deepening the connection
with yourself, then do so! Do what feels right for you, and have the
courage to hold the boundaries that support that. 
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It is so common to put all your energy into preparing your body and
mind for birth, and not spend more than a few minutes thinking about
postpartum. 
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Step 6: Plan for your postpartum

However, this tip may just be the most important part! 
Postpartum is truly a vital part in the childbearing year. Planning your
postpartum will prepare you for the sweet time of rest and nurturance
needed after any birth, regardless of how the birth went. This is
something all mothers need, no matter how many births they’ve
embarked on so far. 

There are many ways to plan for your postpartum, from postpartum
doulas, setting up meal trains, figuring out how much time your
partner will take off work, etc. However, I highly recommend that if
you were to read just one book in your entire pregnancy, it would be
a book on the importance of the postpartum period. 
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Preparing for the postpartum period is not just about recovering from
birth. It is about setting yourself up with a base of proper nourishment
and groundedness you will need in your journey of motherhood. 

My favorite book on the postpartum period is “The First Forty Days” by
Heng Ou. Within the first chapter she writes, “During this time, she can
revitalize herself and replenish her reserves, creating a solid
foundation from which to tackle the demands of mothering (whether
for the first time, the second, or more). Furthermore [the old ways]
teach that with the right postpartum care, a mother can preserve her
reproductive health for further children or eventually experience an
easy menopause, aging gracefully over the decades to come”. 



A few simple steps to explore when planning
your postpartum:

1.
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How  long will your partner be away from work? Who else will step
in to make sure the baby and you are nourished and well rested?
Something to consider is that your partner alone may not be
enough support - they also endure an adjustment period with a new
baby in the house and will need some nourishment and rest. Make a
list of some household tasks that need to be done and put it on the
front door for visitors to see when they come over. Have everyone
do at least one task on the list before they leave. 

Plan your support

2. Think about nourishment ahead of time.
Make some nourishing meals now as a fun activity you and your
partner can do together, and then freeze them for easy warming up
when the baby comes! Set up a meal train or talk to community
members about the kinds of meals you would like to receive.

3. Consider hiring support. 
Ideally I wish we all lived in a society with tons of community
support, but this isn’t available to us all. Research postpartum
doulas, lactation consultants, and/or bodyworkers in your area
ahead of time so you can see what type of support is available. You
can even book a package with a postpartum doula now, or have an
idea of who to call if you find yourself wanting extra support when
the baby is here. Another bonus to professional support is that they
can offer unbiased and nonjudgmental support, which is sometimes
challenging to receive from family members. Feel welcome to
check out my postpartum services here!

I could (and possibly will) write another guide on postpartum alone.
So to not overwhelm you with information, I will leave you with 

https://mothersgaiabirthkeeping.com/postpartum-doula/
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4.

Give yourself at least six weeks of postpartum rest before you plan
social outings, events, or obligations. Tackle some priority items on
your to-do list now, or reschedule them after your six week resting
period.

Take care of your Calendar items now, or
reschedule them.

5. Lastly, create a list of things that support your
mental health.
Whether you use them or not, knowing what helps you ground can
be instrumental in your mental health. Make a list on paper or on
your phone of some of your favorite grounding activities or
remedies - stretching, listening to music, taking some deep breaths,
using grounding herbs, etc. Keep this list in a visible spot for when
you need extra mental support in the postpartum period. 



with gratitude,

Thank yourself for taking the time to read this
guide to sovereign home birth. You are on your
way to achieving the birth of your dreams!

Here is a list of services Mothers of Gaia
Birthkeeping provides: 

Quantum Birthkeeping

Homebirth Doula

Postpartum Doula

Holistic Pregnancy Coaching

https://mothersgaiabirthkeeping.com/quantum-birthkeeper/
https://mothersgaiabirthkeeping.com/home-birth-doula/
https://mothersgaiabirthkeeping.com/postpartum-doula/
https://mothersgaiabirthkeeping.com/coaching/holistic-pregnancy-coach/

